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When speaking of ‘shopping street’ as something known to all, and when trying to analyse or 
define the idea expressed in this word, we must always bear in mind that the idea as we know it is 
defined and perhaps limited by the word we use for it.

“Words and idea are not born of scientific or logical thinking but of creative language, which 
means of innumberable languages—for this act of ‘conception’ has taken place over and over 
again.” 

The matter of the word ‘shopping street’ is not as simple as that of every language has one defi-
nite word for “hand” or “foot”. The word ‘shopping’ in this term describe the activity while ‘street’ 
present the spatial quality. In Chinese, the idea of the word ‘shopping’-(guangjie) instead of spoke 
for the commercial activities it has much more to do with wandering, which is not expressed in 
the English word ‘shopping’. Also the balance between two parts of this English word makes 
different images out of it. More commercial or more spatial or both come together? In this sense, 
this text will give different meanings by capitalize the certain word, in the way to graphically 
explain the differences. For instance, 

‘shopping street’ 
‘SHOPPING street’
‘shopping STREET’ 
‘SHOPPING STREET’



1. ‘shopping street’.

A street lost its passion, as the commercial use and spatial quality are both not be generated at all. 
No one would find excitement in this kind of place, neither owners nor shoppers, even passersby. So 
this is not what we need.



2. ‘SHOPPING street’

This kind of street draws the attentions into shops by all commercial attractions-- merchandise, 
advertises and special events. Street in the way remains empty of activities and becomes just the 
boring transporting path for the shoppers and the emotionless passersby. The owners and the shop-
pers are the main user groups in a ‘SHOPPING street’, they generated the meaning of the place. 
Those streets are successful in the sense of commercial. Space in a way always leads people to go 
forward in the street and go deep into the shop. More flow of people brings more flow of commercial.



3. ‘shopping STREET’.

‘shopping STREET’ , have very good spatial quality. These are streets for people to stay. Cafes and 
restaurants are open air in the sunny days, also be protected from wind and rains. Inside space goes 
into outside space. Various types of music mix together with the chatting of people also their laugh-
ing. Coffee, beer, tequila; Italian, Spanish, Mexican; all colors of drink, all species of food. Those 
places people always mentions as meeting point, which have lively atmosphere. The attraction of 
these streets is the life enjoyment of people here. But for sure those are not the streets that the 
shoppers are looking for, because in these place commercial are silently abandoned. 



4. ‘SHOPPING STREET’.

‘SHOPPING STREET’ is the kind of street that be recommended in this text. Not just because in 
these places the commercial mixed within the liveliness of the streets, but also those places capable 
to attract the biggest user group—the flâneur, in the urban environment. This group of people looks 
like just passing by the street to killing time, but their role are more than just passersby. 

The flâneur was, first of all, a literary type from 19th century France. It carried a set of rich associa-
tions: the man of leisure, the idler, the urban explorer, the connoisseur of the street. flâneur 
“is the very opposite of doing nothing”, 
“the gastronomy of the eye”, 
“there was nothing lazy in flâneur, it was, rather, a way of understanding the rich variety of the city 
landscape”, 
“it was a moving photograph of urban experience”
…

Charles Baudelaire presented a more memorable portrait of the flâneur:

“The crowd is his element, as the air is that of birds and water of fishes. His passion and his profes-
sion are to become one flesh with the crowd. For the perfect flâneur, for the passionate spectator, it 
is an immense joy to set up house in the heart of the multitude, amid the ebb and flow of movement, 
in the midst of the fugitive and the infinite. To be away from home and yet to feel oneself every-
where at home; to see the world, to be at the centre of the world, and yet to remain hidden from the 
world—impartial natures which the tongue can but clumsily define.”

While Walter Benjamin described the flâneur as the essential figure of the modern urban spectator, 
an amateur detective and investigator of the city.



A ‘SHOPPING STREET’ for the flâneur is an urban maze, it spread all over the city, it is the vein of 
the city. It link to the square, the park, the museum, the gallery, the theatre, link to all the existing 
beauties of the city. Street connecting with bridge and lead to smaller ally. Brightness, darkness, 
quiet, noisy, different parts in small scales with different atmosphere, various experiences, could seen 
as choices but more as chances. The place itself in a way more random, but more beauty would be 
generate by the carefully explore. The beauty of the street the meaning of urban life, the development 
of individuality will get richer and richer through the wandering of the flâneur. 

“Empathy is the nature of the intoxication to which the flâneur abandons himself in the crowd. He . . 
. enjoys the incomparable privilege of being himself and someone else as he sees fit. Like a roving 
soul in search of a body, he enters another person whenever he wishes".

The flâneur is a solitary wanderer, an inspired creater. He has no specific relationship with any indi-
vidual, yet he establishes a temporary, yet deeply empathetic and intimate relationship with all that 
he sees. The street for him is not exists for others. He creates his own street in the street but in the 
way out of street. Wandering around for him “is rather a stepping out of ‘real’ life into a temporary 
sphere of activity with a disposition all of its own”.  He is not really in a way stay in “ordinary” or “real” 
life.  He “stands outside the immediate satisfaction of wants and appetites.” 

The ‘SHOPPING STREET’ is not just a place for flâneur, but also a place to create flâneur.



As shopping becomes a more and more important activity in urban life, shopping street have the 
responsibility to be the place that contribute for both public development and individual develop-
ment. We cannot compare ‘SHOPPING street’ with ‘shopping STREET’, because they have differ-
ent public focuses. But for ‘SHOPPING STREET’, it is the street that has the everlasting attraction. 
Instead of existing beauty, those streets have more space for the non-existing ones, the individually 
claimed wonder. It’s a place for individually touch in the public urban environment. It aims to protect 
the individuality and create more individual human figure. So, in my point of view, the ideal idea 
which behind the original word shopping street in this everchanging time could be the ‘SHOPPING 
STREET’, a public space but fertilizing the individual search.


